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Introduction 
IR35 off-payroll working rules will come into effect on 6 April 2021. 

This ‘anti-avoidance tax legislation’ is designed to ensure those who are employed in all but name 
are taxed at a rate similar to employed individuals. This will effectively shift the burden onto 
employers to prove that workers are in fact self-employed. 

In addition to checking employees’ tax status, it will also be necessary to conduct a separate 
assessment of an individual’s employment law status to confirm that they are correctly classified. 

Concerns around ‘bogus’ self-employment have been bubbling under the surface for the last couple 
of years, with cases coming thick and fast to courts. The upcoming IR35 changes will shine the 
spotlight on employment status once more. 
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Why does employment status matter? 
Employees are entitled to an extensive array of rights. Workers, on the other hand, have 
only some of these rights, and the self-employed have no significant employment law 
protections. 

As such, if you misinterpret an individual’s employment status (for example, you treat someone as 
though they are self-employed when they are actually a worker), you may be unlawfully restricting 
their legal rights, and may end up with a whole host of obligations that you weren’t anticipating. 
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How do you determine someone’s employment 
status? 
It can be notoriously difficult to work out whether someone is an employee or a worker. 

Ultimately, both Employment Tribunals and HMRC can make decisions about employment status, 
but they can reach different conclusions. Crucially to IR35, it is perfectly possible for someone to be 
classified as one thing for tax purposes and another for the purpose of key employment law rights. 
It is therefore important to consider both aspects. 

Some key factors when determining employment status include: 

• Level of control – How much say does the employer have over the individual? Do you dictate 
when and how work must be done? 

• Mutuality of obligation – Is there a duty to offer work and for the individual to carry it out? 
• Personal service – Can someone else step in if they can’t do the work? 
• Integration – Are they part of the organisation? 
• Financial risks – Is there a risk that the individual may lose money if things go wrong? 
• Equipment – Do you provide them with equipment? 
• Remuneration – How are they remunerated? Do they receive a weekly or monthly wage? 
• Taxation – Are they responsible for own income tax and National Insurance contributions on 

earnings, or is this your responsibility as the employer? 
 

This is not an exhaustive list. Each factor should not be considered in isolation but as part of the 
whole picture. 
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Three questions to ask when determining employment 
status 

1. What does the contract say? 

Tribunals and HMRC are not concerned about labels. Simply stating that the individual is self-
employed, for example, is not enough – you will need to look at the terms of the contract. 

2. How does the relationship work in practice? 

Tribunals and HMRC will also look past contracts to the true nature of your working relationship, so 
it’s essential to monitor and review your current working arrangements and practices. Does the 
individual have a regular pattern of work? Are you obliged to provide them with work? Can they 
refuse work? Are they paying their own National Insurance and tax? Are they under your control 
and direction? Are they treated like other employees? 

3. Has the relationships has changed over time? 

An individual may do a few odd hours here and there to deal with your organisation’s needs. 
However, as time progresses, they may start doing regular hours each week. If this happens, the 
nature of the relationship has changed, and this may affect their employment status. 

When dealing with employment status, it’s always safest to seek professional advice. For 
experienced support, contact us on 035 226 8393 or email enquiries@worknest.com. 
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